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Abstract 
The persistent conflicts between one ethnic group and another in Nigeria have 

been among the major problems that undermine peaceful co-existence in the 

country for more-than six decades of its existence an independent country. The 

conflicts are generated by myriads of factors such as ethnicity, religions, politics, 

and economic, among others. This study is an attempt to examine the history of 

peaceful co-existence among the Bachama and Mbula people of Adamawa State. 

The research methodology adopted involved the use of primary, secondary, and 

archival sources data collection and analysis. The study concludes by bringing to 

light those factors responsible for peaceful co-existence and conflicts among the 

Bachama and Mbula people of Adamawa State.  
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Introduction  

The Bachama and Mbula are ethnic groups in Adamawa State Nigeria. They live in 

Numan, Demsa and Lamurde Local Government Areas of Adamawa State. Over the 

centuries, theses groups formulated ways of life encapsulating their own collective 

experiences that transcended from generation to generation. The Bachama and Mbula 

People have distinctive attributes which are derived from their common culture which has 

been one of the contributory factors for peaceful coexistence in their specific societies. 

  

The history of peaceful coexistence among the Bachama and Mbula is not the exclusive 

hand-work of either of the particular ethnic groups rather, it is like a pyramid under 

construction and re-construction, to which each member of the groups has contributed it 

bricks and stones, ans is still contributing for the sustenance of the structure. This study 

intends to look at the Bachama and Mbula people of Adamawa State and the underlying 

factors behind the history of their peaceful co-existence.  

 

The Location of the Bachama and Mbula in Adamawa State 

The Bachama and Mbula people are majorly found in Lamurde, Demsa and Numan Local 

Government Areas of Adamawa state.7 They are predominantly farmers, fishers and 

hunters occupying the lowlands along both sides of the Benue River.9 Their presently 

recognized territory extends roughly forty-fives miles downstream from the confluence of 

the Gongola River with the Benue, and from three to sixteen miles inland from the rivers 

on either side.10 The Benue basin occupied by the Bachama and Mbula contains extensive 

area of low lying marshlands. The soil is a mixture of clay and loam, so able to retain 

moisture much longer than other types of soils. 
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The Origin of the Bachama  

The Bachama tradition of origin claims that they originally lived at Gobir, North of Sokoto. 

According to the Garden of Memory, a book written by Sultan Bello, the second Shehu of 

Sokoto, 1817 – 1837, the Gobir people lived in Azben about 1500, but were driven from the 

locality by the Tuaregs, and therefore moved south, settling in what is now northern 

Nigeria.11 From Gobir, they travelled to Demsa in the Cameroon North of Garua. This 

Demsa is called by them as “Demsa-pwa” or “the Upper Demsa”. Demsa-pwa is about 

twenty miles north of Garua. Then under their Chief Kokomi, they established themselves 

on both sides of the Benue.12 After having moved around the area south of the Benue, the 

royal family at last settled at Demsa-mosu, about ten miles east of where Numan is today.13 

 

From Demsa-Mosu, the Bachama Chief, Kokumi, is said to have ruled the whole tribe. But 

because of distance, it turned-out that most of the Bachama villages in the east were ruled 

by practically independent local Chiefs.14 While the Batta were at Gurin, they were ruled 

over by a Chief named Jejumse Atingno who had a twin brother named Bitipuromo.15  

After a quarrel between them, Bitipuromo fled with a large following, taking with him a 

certain sacred pot used for rain making, and which is the symbol of Kingship.16 Bitipuromo 

settled at the place now called “Lamurde” by the Fulani and “Bachama” by the Batta 

(Lamurde being a Fulani word for “the seat of Government”. Bachama meaning literally “he 

will tax”).17 

 

Political Organisation of the Bachama 

On the political organization of the Bachama, information derived from Demsa-mosu 

depicted that it was established after the conflict with the Fulani in the 19th Century.18 

Bitipuromo in his flight dropped the sacred rain making pot in the river between Numan 

and Umburu (Yimburu). It is believed to have been was rescued by a man called Daka.   

 

Another version by Nissen states that, Mbarakit Kitin was the keeper of all articles 

pertaining to the office of the chief who collected the brass flute, pertaining the elephant 

tusks, the golden stool, the five foot three pronged staff, the royal cap, the sacred pot for 

making rain and the head of the late chief. With all these royal paraphernalia, he set out 

for the Benue, a little southwest of the present ferry landing in Numan, where they met a 

Jenjo who helped them to cross. During the crossing, the sacred pot fell into the river. The 

pot was later recovered by a diver from Imburu and placed in a hut in Lamurde.19 Since 

that time, no chief of Demsa (Bata) may look at the Benue River as a mark of his disgust at 

the stealing of the sacred pot.20  

 

Bitipuromo established a separate Kingdom at Bachama (Lamurde). His eastern boundary 

was at Gerren on the north bank of the Benue. His western border was at Jen, near Lau, the 
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north to the pernicious and his southern boundary was the Bille range.21 Thus, the Bachama 

tribe was born, and the two brothers separated never to see each other again. The chief of 

Bachama and his then party moved westward, camping in several places for a longer or 

shorter time leaving few people behind at each place while the main party moved until 

they reached the Piri mountains.22 There, they settled and later moved to the foot of the 

mountains and founded Lamurde, also known as Bachama. Soon, the name was applied 

to the whole territory, and later when the British came, they applied this name to the 

people living there.  The Bachama called themselve “Gbwarei”, meaning “the people”.  The 

Fulani call the village “Lamurde”, meaning town of the Chief. 

 

The Bachama Religious Worldview 

The Bachama, like practically every other ethnic groups in Africa, believed that all things 

both animate and inanimate, had a soul or a spirit.  The spirits, dwelled in trees, stones, 

rivers, mountains, as well as those who took up abode in part of the bodies of human 

beings or animals, were believed to have power to harm people.23  The spirits were  feared 

and had to be  appeased by men and women who were believed to be their mediums and 

known by all to have the ability of communing with the spirits. Hence, they were 

considered agents, seers or medicine men who were supposed to exercise their super 

natural powers only for the common good.  

 

Beside the spirits, the Bachama also believed that, they were being surrounded by the 

spirits of their ancestors. Some of these men were believed to be, again, in the children of 

their descendants.24 In addition, the Bachama believed in the creator god or a sky god, 

Humon pwa, King of heavens, but they did not, as some of their neighbors, associate him 

with the sun. Humon pwa was the greatest of all powers, and he was believed to be 

everywhere.25 

 

The Origin of the Mbula 

The Mbula people were inhabiting the region extending from the east west-wards to the 

valley of River Kebbi, a tributary of the Benue River now within the Republic of 

Cameroon.26 It was from this region they migrated to establish themselves at Tambo, which 

became the political and spiritual center of the Mbula.27 The Mbula Traditions indicated 

that while at Tambo, there were some further migrations of Mbula elements to the west 

and south.  For example, the Kulung, Bununu and Dass are said to have moved west-

wards. The Kulung settled around Bambur in the present day Taraba State, while the 

Bununu and Dass moved in the present Bauchi State.28  

  

The Mbula Language is closely related to the Mundang and Nagumi in Cameroon 

Republic. The language is also linked to groups within Nigeria such as the Mama in 
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Nassarawa State, the Lame and Gubi in Bauchi State, the Jarawa in Plateau and Bauchi 

States, the Tiv found majorly in Benue and Taraba state. All these ethnic groups speak a 

Bantoid language.29 Linguistic evidence suggests that the ancestral homeland of Bantu laid 

in the area of the Upper Benue.30 What all these mean is that the Mbula and other Bantu 

speakers within Nigeria and Cameroon formed what linguists call Proto-Bantu.   

 

The organizational set up of the Mbula, socially and politically, did not markedly differ 

from that of other pre-colonial Nigeria groups in the Benue valley and adjacent regions. 

Among most Nigeria groups, there had never been any dichotomy between religion and 

State, and between the exercise of spirituality and earthly authority.31  

 

The Mbula, organized on the basis of clans with families being the smallest units, had a 

national cult, the “Ngelu”, based at Tambo and whose priest was vested with enormous 

politico-religious authority. The power vested in the priest of the national cult and his 

authority was willingly accepted not because he had police force to enforce it or army to 

exact obedience, but because he was the viceroy of the gods and the intermediary between 

the living community and its ancestors.32  

 

The Mbula religion being a symbol of national unity, the prayers of its priest were highly 

valued as it was believed that their potency was strong enough to avert all impending 

dangers facing the Mbula nation such as drought or outbreak of serious epidemics. As the 

Chief cum priest, he had the power of life and death over the community in its entirety. 

Above all, his decision was final because people considered them as being divinely 

sanctioned.33 These, then, were the antecedents of the office of the Murum among the 

Mbula.  

 

In the 19th century, the Mbula society had been through vibrant and, at times, tumultuous 

events. Firstly, the emergence of a centralized multi-ethnic polity in the Upper Benue 

region. Secondly, further entry of the Bachama elements into its habitat as a consequence 

of the first event. Certainly, this has some effects on the Mbula inhabitants of the area and 

ultimately fashioned the course of future Bachama/Mbula relations.34 Lastly, increasing 

contact between the Mbula and the European led to British conquest and the imposition of 

colonial rule.   

 

The Bachama-Mbula Relations 

The Bachama and Mbula people are distinct ethnic groups going by their early history. The 

Bachama originated from the Bata, which linguistically belong the Bata-Margi sub-group 

of the Afro-Asiatic family of languages.35 While the Mbula are linguistically related to the 

Mundang and the Nagumi of the Cameroon Republic which belong to the Bantu family of 
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languages.36 However, the Mbula settled at the Benue region and developed closed 

relationship with the Bachama and this ultimately affected some of the their institutions, 

though their language still remains of Bantu origin.37 The Mbula were also warlike and this 

quality was responsible for their survival in the face of the Bachama onslaught of the 

eighteen century.  

 

The Bachama and Mbula also associate with one another at the Nzeanzo sanctuary in Fare 

village. Nzeanzo, apart from the Homon pwa, or Bakuli, the creator and highest gods among 

the Bachama and Mbula respectively, is the greatest of all the gods.38 In Bachama 

Cosmology, Nzeanzo is considered the most benevolent and sympathetic of all the gods. 

He is said to be always and willing to forgive his offenders their sin.39 Apart from this, 

Nzeanzo is also held to heal the sick, and sometimes instantly. Beside, Nzeanzo is also 

believed to be the creator, the giver of rain, corn, health and professions like smithing and 

leechcraft.40  

 

The Mbula people are said to be subjects to Bachama people in a very loose sort of way, 

for the Bachama taught them how to fish, but they are very independent.41 The Mbula 

frequented the shrine of Gbeso in the Bachama Village of Bozo, situated now in the middle 

of Mbula land.42 

 

The social organization among the Bachama is on kindred basis, and a group of kindreds 

form a distinct exogamous social unit, its members regarding one another as brothers.43 

This situation could have given rise to intergroup marriage among the Bachama and 

Mbula. There also had been further significant relations between the Mbula and Bachama 

throughout the 18th Century. Unfortunately, the details on the early relationship have not 

been fully documented. However, because of Bachama preponderance, their social and 

cultural relationship with the Mbula over the years had tended to weight to the latter’s 

disadvantages.44 In that regard, the force of assimilation, culturally and linguistically, more 

often than not, tended to work in favor of the Bachama, particularly, in areas outside the 

core habitat of the Mbula. 

 

Consequently, the close relationship that had evolved between Bachama and Mbula led to 

the latter compromising some aspects of their cultural institutions. For example, close 

contact had resulted in intermarriage for centuries which exacerbated not only cross 

borrowings of words but also sharing of some cultural ideals between the two groups.  

Today, many amongst the Bachama and Mbula are fluently bilingual.45 Similarly, the 

Mbula and Bachama share the cult of Nzeanzo and the two celebrate the festival at Farai.46  

Peaceful Co-existence among the Bachama and Mbula 
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The Bachama and Mbula live together as neighbors to one another in the geographical area 

known as the Numan Federation in the present day Adamawa State. Numan Federation, 

comprising of Numan, Demsa, Lamurde, Guyuk, Shelleng, part of Girei and Mayo-Belwa, 

has been a hotbed of conflicts which have resulted in loss of lives and properties.  However, 

Peaceful co-existence and ethnic tolerance which imply the capacity to live together in 

harmony had sufficed among the Bachama and Mbula people. This is not far away from 

the fact that, the members of the two ethnic groups have been forced by circumstances to 

forge an alliance since the earliest time towards peaceful co-existence and tolerance rather 

than violence.  

 

According to Sa’ad Abubakar, the Mbula being residents of a common environment with 

the Bachama, were also directly involved in joint periodic military confrontations to 

counteract Jihadist onslaught in the 19th century. Many historical records described the 

Mbula as warlike, a quality that enabled their survival in the region. Indeed, it was also 

this quality that enabled their survival from the jihadists and threats from various larger 

ethnic immigrants over the centuries. It was therefore, the common military threats from 

the Jihadist faced by the Bachama and Mbula that prompted the evolution of a cooperative 

defence system against the latter’s encroachment on their territories.    

 

The state of warfare and hostility between the inhabitants of the western Benue plains, 

Bachama and Mbula and the Jihadists persisted virtually throughout the 19th century. This 

then suggested that, the period was one long era of insecurity and aggression. But, in 

reality, it appears that the de-facto situation of mutual checkmate ensured relative peace 

and co-existence within the region up till the British conquest.  

 

From the sources at disposal, up till the advent of colonial rule, it is possible to conclude 

whether the Mbula polity from the early time was either sovereign or was a protégé of a 

third authority. An earliest source, one of the first foreign visitors to the area, described the 

two indigenous groups in 1854 as Bachama, Mbula, and Demsa as “unsubdued and so 

much dreaded” (Crowther,1855 p.110). Certainly, if they were, and so much unsubdued, 

it meant each was independent. Secondly, if they were encapsulated within a common 

chiefdom, it would not have failed to attract the attention of this neutral observer. 

 

Accordingly, it is in place to infer that each of the groups noted by Crowther had, by 1854, 

it distinct polity on the Benue River. Although other accounts by explorers on the Mbula 

up till 1890 have not been positives, one account in 1892, calls the Mbula wild and turbulent 

(Mockler, 1892). Similarly, according to same source, “the Mbula were hated by all their 

neighbours with whom they are constantly fighting.” Then, in 1890, Major Macdonald 

observed that the Mbula were at war with most of their Neighbors, including Bachama in 
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Numan. Therefore, from these observations, it is quite obvious that the Mbula could not 

have been subordinate to any of their neighboring groups.  

 

In another similar postulation, Captain Lemoigne in his Renseignements Colonour 1918 

writing on the history of Adamawa, arrives at the conclusion that, the area embraced by 

the River Kebbi and River Benue was originally inhabited by pagans, among whom 

Bachama (Bata) was the most powerful (p.10 Captain Lemoigne in gazetteer of Yola 

Province). The Bachama were constantly at war with the Fulani but always managed to 

keep their independences (S. H.  Veraka and Captain E.A Braskenbury, p. 25 in gazetteer 

of Yola Province).  

 

The Bachama community was colonized by the British from about 1900. In 1913, the first 

Christian missionary, kneels H. bronnum, arrived in the Bachama town of Numan. He was 

a medical doctor representing the Danish branch of the Sudan United Mission, which set 

its headquarters in Numan and began its evangelization, medical and educational work. 

(Niels Kastfilet Center of Africa studies, University of Copenhagen, 27 April 2006). Both 

colonization and Christian mission enterprises share underlying endeavour that 

contributed to the making of the Bachama past. In principles, the colonization project was 

secular as opposed to the missionary enterprises. They both introduced new theological 

views of history in new time perspectives (Kastfat). 

 

Initially, the British colonial assault on Bachama, was shown when the old town of Numan 

was moved about a kilometer to the west in 1912, thereby moving the Bachama people 

away from their ancestors who were buried in the compounds of the old town (Brunnun, 

1923, p.27). It was shown by the appointment in 1921 of Chief Mbi who was chosen not 

only because of qualification embedded in historical traditions, but because of his ability 

to create colonial and missionary allies (Nissen, 1968, p.102-103). 

 

At more fundamental levels, the British colonial administrations attempted to persuade 

the Bachama people that they had their special place in a longer historical scheme, in a 

long term theological movement toward state building (Kastfelt, 2006, p.4). 

 

Despite all the aforementioned historical skirmishes between the Bachama and Mbula, 

they do coexisted peacefully in the traditional and cultural sphere. The festival of venom is 

the greatest and truly national festival of the Bachama that is observed by the beginning of 

May each year (Damien, B.A P.14). Traditionally, the festival usually draw participants 

from all over the Bacham and Mbula lands. Nowadays, it has become a tourist attraction 

of international respect drowning splectors from all works of life throughout the country 
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and from the Bachama related communities of Cameroon and Chard Republic (Damien, p. 

14). 

 

To the Bachama, venom is the last of the major festivals in the annual circle as well as the 

beginning of raining season rites (Damien, p. 14). All the many activities and events that 

feature during the festival revolve around the central theme of obeisance to the deceits, 

thanking them for the previous harvests, asking for adequate rain throughout the farming 

season which will lead to eventual bountiful harvest as well as request for the fruit of the 

womb (Damien, p.14). 

 

The very impressive history of peaceful coexistences between the Bachama and Mbula is 

reflected in the long series of activities leading to the venon festival. During the festival, an 

official of Bachama decent known as kusame will proceed to Mbula for dissemination of 

information and for what is known as di-kpe asking for calabash. This is considered a sacred 

calabash in which sacred beer will be served to the village heads, some officials and other 

worshipers during the festival (Damien, p. 16). 

 

On the occasion, there are spared shafts and iron bars given by the Hama Bachama here 

by successfully defending their weaponry against external aggression. {Damien, p.16}. 

Further display of peaceful coexistence is embodied in special wrestling contest during the 

vanun festival between the Bachama and Mbula, at hodyi-kake, only a pair of wrestlers is 

allowed into the western area (go to) at a time. If a westerns in to two or three successive 

bouts, his team mates will joyfully carry him up shoulder high and they will proudly 

celebrate the  victory and dances the Weston dance round the wresting arena (goto) 

(Damien, p. 22).  

 

Another evidence of peaceful coexistence among the Bachama and Mbula can be seen in 

what is traditionally referred to as the douye da Nzeanzo. These are women of Bachama and 

Mbula dressed in striped skirts of black and white, blue and write, and black and blue 

(Damien, p. 22). These are women, in their hundreds, marching up and down a cleared 

sport on eastern side of the wresting area (goto), singing songs of Nzeanzo’s praise. 

 

The Bachama and Mbula together had a significant role in the final day of the venom 

festival when the praise move into the center of the areas, both the Bachama and Mbula 

groups will then join in the dance of wuro sunga, a sword dance round of the ceremonies. 

In the absence of peace, the Bachama and Mbula will not have converge at such an all-

important traditional event of the Numan Federation. Therefore, the vanum festival is 

exciting evidence of the role played, by the traditional religion in peaceful existence in the 

Adamawa Province, particularly between the Bachama and mbula communities. The 
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Vanum festival has continued to serve as great occasion which afford the participants 

opportunity to meet with friends, relations, and members of other ethics from elsewhere. 

The presence of the Bachama and Mbula and their joint participation in the Vanum festival, 

in particular, serves to strengthen their inter-tribal solidarity and esprit de corps. As 

Stephen Philips noted, the festival is also an occasion for renewing old ties and making 

new ones. 

 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, the study of early origin of the Bachama and Mbula depicts the duo groups 

as having distinct history and belonging to different language groups. The groups had 

conflicts in the past instigated by the struggle for political supremacy in the Upper Benue 

Region. However, the dawn of the 19th century witnessed the emergence of the Fulani 

Jihadist groups which prompted a forced alliance between the Bachama and Mbula. The 

alliance enabled them to forge extra forces which enabled them to defend their 

communities against aggression that trended in the Benue valley.  

 

Beside the struggles that kept the Bachama and Mbula communities on each other’s neck, 

the third force, which is the Fulani migration, made them to discover a common ground in 

their traditional culture of the Vunon. The alliance laid the foundation that gave rise to a 

united front that breed peaceful co-existence among the Bachama and Mbula up to the 

present day Adamawa State.  

 

Although, the Vunon festival had been the center piece of their peaceful coexistences, 

today, much of it had been undermined, as most of the Bachama and Mbula who are now 

Christians believe in the doctrines of Christianity and consequently, the majority of these 

groups shows no interest in the culture, those who do so, do it for varied mundane reasons. 
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